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Access control system

The invention relates to an authorisation unit, comprising at least one

connection means for connecting at least one decoding unit for decoding a

coded data stream, and at least one storage means for storing at least one

decoding key. Additionally, the invention relates to a verification server unit

comprising at least one communication interface for communication with at

least one authorisation unit. Also, the invention relates to an access control

system for controlling the access to a data stream. Furthermore, the invention

relates to a method for controlling the access to a data stream, wherein the

data stream is transmitted in an encrypted form and decrypted using an

authorisation unit containing at least one decryption key.

When the access to a data stream has to be restricted, cryptographic methods

(encryption/decryption) are widely used. This way it is possible to transmit a

signal without taking precautions to avoid the reception of the signal by

unauthorised persons. It is even possible to make the data stream publicly

available, since only authorised persons are able to receive the data contained

in the data stream in a usable form.

For example, providers of multimedia services use several types of

transmission networks such as satellite, cable and digital terrestrial TV

networks. These distribute the TV channels to the home of the subscriber,

where they are further distributed to the various places in the home where the

respective services can be used. While certain services are available to all

subscribers of the transmission network, other services (like pay-TV channels,

internet connections and so on) are only available to users of the transmission

network who have subscribed to that particular service. Since it would be

technically too complicated to transmit the respective services only to the home

of those persons who have subscribed to the respective services, usually all

services are transmitted to all homes that are connected to the transmission

network.



To restrict the access to the transmissions to the subscribers of the respective

services, a digital decoder of some form, containing a decoding functionality, is

usually used to decode the transmitted and encrypted signal into one that is

usable by the subscriber.

In practical embodiments of such a decoding system, a standardised controller

box (commonly known as a "set-top box") is usually used, which contains a

variety of electronics (in general also decryption electronics), but does not

contain the information necessary for decoding the (encrypted) service in

question. This decoding information is generally stored in a separate unit, which

can be connected to the controller box ("set-top box"). Usually, the decoding

information is stored in a "smart card", which is inserted into the receiving slot of

the controller box. By the term "smart card" is meant a pocket-sized card with

embedded integrated circuits which can process data. Such a card is also

known as a "chip card" or "integrated circuit card" and may be made of plastic.

Such a smart card (containing a microprocessor chip) is supplied by the

provider of a certain service to the subscriber of this service in return for a

subscription payment. The decoding circuits in the controller box read the

incoming signals selected by the subscriber, and interact constantly with the

smart card to obtain confirmation of entitlement to use those signals (for

example in form of a decryption key). When this confirmation has been

obtained, the respective encrypted signals are then decrypted and output to the

subscriber's equipment for the subscriber to use.

To take the example of a television signal, it is possible that the subscriber

might possess more than one TV receiver in the household. One problem that

arises is of how to allow the subscriber to access the TV signal and view it on

more than one receiver at the same time. One possible solution is to split up

the signal after decoding, but this restricts all the receivers in the home to

viewing the same signal - the signal that is being decoded in collaboration with

the smart card. This is not a satisfactory solution, since not all viewers in the

home will wish to view the same channel.



An improvement to this situation is to supply each TV receiver with a controller

box capable of decoding the incoming signal from the distribution network, and

to issue one or more extra smart cards to the subscriber which would be used

in these control boxes to decode the incoming signal in exactly the same

manner as it is done by the "original" controller box. In this way each receiver

within the home can decrypt different signals independent of the others. This is

often used in practice where the service provider provides such extra smart

cards at reduced (or even no additional) rates to the subscriber, provided that

they are used by the additional receivers within the subscriber's home. This has

the disadvantage that such cards will still function to decode the signals from

the service provider in other homes since, for the system, there is no way of

detecting whether the receiver in use is located in the home of the subscriber or

not. The system is therefore open to abuse since it is possible to access the

signal in a controller box which is not situated in the subscriber's home but in

the home of a person who has not subscribed to the service.

To make such a fraudulent use of a subscription impossible without restricting

the wishes of the legal subscribers, different approaches have already been

suggested

In US 7,502,473 B2 a system is disclosed, wherein each control box contains a

smart card, and wherein the smart cards are issued as a set. The control boxes

have the ability to communicate with each other, and a specific number of

control boxes must communicate with each other for the decryption to be

allowed. This solution requires the control boxes to have additional hardware to

allow communication between control boxes containing the respective smart

card of the issued set of smart cards. This is problematic, since it means that

current hardware can no longer be used, and subscribers would have to

purchase new hardware at considerable expense. This solution also requires

that at least some (if not all) of the other cards of the issued set are placed in

control boxes which are activated, even if only one TV receiver is in use. This is

problematic with respect to "stand-by" energy consumption.



CN 101 188707 A describes a master/slave system for a digital TV receiving

device in which a master chip and a slave chip are inserted into their respective

control boxes and a master/slave management module is additionally

connected to the respective control boxes, the master/slave management

module restricting the distance between the control boxes to within 100 metres.

This solution requires the control boxes to have additional hardware and/or

software to allow communication with the master/slave management module.

This is problematic, since it means that current hardware can no longer be

used, and subscribers would have to purchase new hardware at considerable

expense.

EP 1 481 548 B 1 describes a broadcast network access management system

with a master control box (decoding device) containing a smart card, which

communicates entitlement messages with slave control boxes also equipped

with smart cards. The communication medium is a private network, which could

also be the same as that network, in which the broadcast signal is distributed.

The slave units operate when the level of signal exchanged between them and

the master unit is within certain limits which are dependent upon the cable

length, configuration, and number and quality of splitters and connections.

Again, specially adapted control boxes are required for the system to be usable.

Hence, a considerable expense for purchasing new hardware would be

required by the subscriber.

Another known solution involves the use of a master control box into which the

(only) smart card issued by the service provider to the subscriber is placed.

Separate slave smart cards replace the smart cards normally inserted into

individual control boxes. These slave smart cards are not issued by the service

provider and do not contain any decoding information necessary for decrypting

the incoming video signal. Instead, the slave smart cards communicate

continually via a wireless link with the smart card issued by the provider and

placed in the master control box. Every time a decryption key is requested by

one of the individual control boxes, the slave smart cards pass the requests on



to the provider's smart card in the master control box and receive in return the

decoding information required. This is an improvement since the subscriber can

purchase the system without any purchase of additional cards from a service

provider. On the other hand, there is still a high level of security, because the

possible transmitting distances are relatively small. One disadvantage with this

system is that it is vulnerable to a high frequency of decryption key requests. As

an example, if the provider secures the data stream in a way that frequently

seeks verification of the authorisation to receive the channel (i.e. frequently

requests a decryption key), there might not be enough time between two

consecutive requests to process each request. This will be a particular problem

if several different slave smart cards are in use and are requesting such a

verification at essentially the same time.

It is therefore the object of the invention to suggest an improved method for

controlling the access to the data stream as well as to suggest improved units

for performing such a method.

To solve the problem it is suggested to design an authorisation unit, comprising

at least one connection means for the connection with at least one decoding

unit for decoding a coded data stream at least one verification means

comprising at least one storage means for storing at least one decoding key,

and at least one wireless communication interface, these being disposed so

that the at least one verification means communicates with at least one

verification server unit via the at least one wireless communication interface. By

this means the distribution of a restricted (encrypted/coded) data stream can be

securely restricted to subscribers entitled to view that data stream. Therefore,

possibilities for fraudulent use can be diminished. At the same time, the

flexibility for entitled subscribers can be very high, i.e. an entitled subscriber

may be supplied with an in principle unlimited number of access possibilities at

a reduced or no additional charge (depending on the policy of the provider).

Since only a verification signal is transmitted between each authorisation unit

and the verification server unit, only a relatively low data rate has to be

transmitted between them. Therefore, the wireless communication interface can



be of a simple design. The frequency at which the verification has to be

performed (i.e., how often a verification signal has to be exchanged) can be

chosen from an extremely wide range. For example, it is possible to request a

verification every second, every 10 seconds, or every minute or so. This way a

high level of security against misuse of the system can be achieved. On the

other hand, if a verification is only requested occasionally (for example once a

day, once a week, once every fortnight or the like), a system can be achieved in

which the verification server unit does not always have to be switched on during

the periods when a data stream has to be decoded by one or more of the

authorisation units/decoding units. Since the verification process only takes

place between units provided by the provider (generally the authorisation unit(s)

and/or the verification server unit(s)), such a suggested comparatively long time

interval between two verification signals is not necessarily a breach of security.

Instead, a still high level of security can be achieved by the decoding key(s),

stored in the authorisation unit. This is because the frequency of decryption key

changes can be essentially independent of the frequency of the verification

processes. It has to be noted that the authorisation unit is usually a separate

unit, independent of the decoding unit (for example a standard "set-top box").

Therefore, current decoding units can continue to be used in connection with

the suggested authorisation unit. The connection between the decoding unit

and the authorisation unit can be established by essentially any type of

connection means, preferably by a standardised and/or by already established

connection means. As an example, an authorisation unit can have a protrusion,

designed in a way that this protrusion can be inserted into the receiving slot of

the standard set-top box. Since the actual decoding can be performed in the

decoding unit, the authorisation unit can be designed in a simpler and cheaper

way.

The use of a wireless communication interface means that the connection

between the authorisation unit and the verification server unit can be very

simple, and in particular no set-up of any cables is necessary. Therefore, such

an authorisation unit can be particularly user-friendly. Also, the authorisation

unit can be made particularly compact. Of course, it is also possible to



(additionally) provide for a cable-based transmission. Such cable-based

transmission may be conducted by telephone cabling, twisted pair cables,

coaxial cables, or by any other appropriate cabling technologies known in the

art.

The use of a wireless communication interface means that the connection

between the authorisation unit and the verification server has a limited range. In

this simple way the authorisation unit is restricted to be used within the range of

the wireless communication interface which can easily be made to be of the

order of the size of a family dwelling. Thus the disadvantages of issuing

additional smart cards of the traditional type as described above with the

possibility of fraudulent use is avoided.

According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, said authorisation unit is

at least in part designed as a transponder card and/or a chip card and/or a

smart card. Since such physical formats are at present the standard formats for

authorisation devices used in connection with set-top boxes, a particularly high

compatibility with existing systems can be achieved. In particular, a protrusion

of the authorisation unit can be provided having a shape in form of a chip card,

transponder card and/or a smart card so that it can be simply inserted into the

receiving slot of a set-top box. It is even more beneficial if the authorisation unit

is provided in a form factor conforming to that of a standard smart card as

defined in international standards such as ISO 7810 ID-1 and/or ISO 7816-1 .

By this means the authorisation unit can be used in standard set-top boxes

without the need to accommodate any additional deviations from the standard

form factor, such as protrusions.

Such a form factor enhances the benefit to typical service providers who are

already used to issuing smart cards conforming to international standard form

factors. Issuing cards conforming to the present invention will enable operators

to avoid the loss of income inherent in the fraudulent use of the one or more

extra cards issued to subscribers.



Preferably, the authorisation unit is designed in a way that it is suitable for

insertion into a set-top box.

Preferably the authorisation unit is designed and arranged in a way that said at

5 least one decoding key is only released after an appropriate signal is received

by said verification means. In particular, such an appropriate signal can be

required every time the authorisation unit is switched on and/or an appropriate

request is transmitted via the signal to be decoded. This way, a very high level

of security can be achieved. As already mentioned, the time intervals between

o two consecutive verification processes can be selected from a wide range (and

it is not even necessary to define a specified interval, since external events can

be used for triggering a verification request).

Even more preferred, at least one of said wireless communication interfaces is

5 designed as an electronic network interface, in particular as a WLAN interface

and/or as a Bluetooth interface and/or as an Ethernet interface. Such interfaces

are as such well known in the art. This way, presently available computer

network protocols can be used and, in particular, already available wiring can

be used. However, it is also possible to use different forms of communication,

o for example a type of communication which runs over standard power cables.

It is also possible to provide said authorisation unit with at least one verification

server module. By this is meant that the functionality of the verification server

unit, as detailed above, is included in the authorisation unit itself. In this way, no

5 (additional and/or exclusive) verification server unit is necessary. Instead, one

(or several) authorisation units of the system's set-up can comprise the

functionality of a verification server unit. In this way, the necessary amount of

hardware (in particular of specialised hardware) can be reduced. In particular,

the decision on whether the authorisation unit (additionally) works as a

o verification server can be dependent on the programming of the authorisation

unit by the provider of the data stream.



According to another preferred embodiment, said data stream is at least in part

and/or at least at times a video data stream, in particular a TV signal. Such a

data stream requires in particular a flexibility of a type that the presently

suggested device(s) and/or method(s) can fulfil, at least to a large extent.

Furthermore, a verification server unit, comprising at least one communication

interface for communication with at least one authorisation unit, is suggested,

which is provided with at least one storage means for storing at least one

verification key, authorising the release of at least one decoding key in at least

one authorisation unit. Using such a verification server unit, the features and

advantages, already described in connection with the authorisation unit, can

also be achieved analogously by the verification server unit. Preferably, the

suggested verification server unit will be used in combination with at least one

of the already proposed authorisation units. Moreover, the verification server

unit can be modified in the sense of the previous description.

Preferably, said verification server unit is designed as a stand-alone unit. This

way, the verification server unit can be specifically designed to fulfil its specific

task. In particular, the verification server unit can be designed with particularly

low power consumption so that the verification server unit can be kept switched

on essentially permanently, without causing any undue waste of electrical

energy. As already mentioned, it is also possible to integrate the verification

server with one (or several) authorisation units. In the present context, the

stand-alone unit cannot only comprise the verification server unit as such, but

also additional parts like antennas, amplifiers, power supplies, housings or the

like.

Furthermore, an access control system for controlling the access to a data

stream is suggested, wherein the access control system comprises at least one

authorisation unit and/or at least one verification server unit of the previously

described type. This way, the access control system can show the already

described features and advantages by analogy.



Finally, a method for controlling the access to a data stream is suggested,

wherein said data stream is transmitted in an encrypted form and decrypted

using an authorisation unit, containing at least one decryption key, wherein said

decryption key is only released, after said authorisation unit receives a

verification signal, preferably emitted by at least one verification server unit. The

method for controlling the access to data stream can show the same features

and advantages of the previously described authorisation unit and/or

verification server unit and/or access control system by analogy. Furthermore, it

can be modified in the above described sense. In particular, the data stream

can be a video signal.

Preferably, said method is performed in a way that said authorisation unit

and/or said verification server unit, used for performing the method, is of a

previously described design.

The present invention and its advantages will become more apparent, when

looking at the following description of possible embodiments of the invention,

which will be described with reference to the accompanying figures, which are

showing:

Fig. 1: a first embodiment of an access control system in a schematic view;

Fig. 2: a second embodiment of an access control system in a schematic view;

Fig. 3: a possible embodiment of a decryption method for pay TV channels.

In Fig. 1, a first possible embodiment of an access control system 1, comprising

one verification key server 2 and three set-top boxes 3, each provided with a

smart card 4 is depicted. The access control system 1 is arranged in the house

a subscriber of a TV channel, as an example. The data stream 19 comes in

from an external cable network 5 and is distributed inside the house via an in-

house antenna cable 6. The in-house antenna cable 6 distributes the data

stream 19 to altogether three TV receivers 7 in the presently depicted

embodiment. Additionally and/or alternatively, the signal of a satellite antenna



or the like could be used and/or a different number of TV receivers 7 could be

used.

The data stream 19 on the cable network 5 , as well as on the in-house antenna

cable 6 is transmitted in encoded/encrypted form, using cryptographic methods

(at least some of the transmitted channels, generally the pay-TV channels, are

encrypted, while other channels might be transmitted in an "open" format).

Therefore, the three TV receivers cannot be directly connected to the in-house

antenna cable 6. Instead, the incoming data signal has to be first decrypted

using set-top boxes 3. Standard set-top boxes 3, as they are currently available

on the market, are used for the access control system 1. The set-top boxes 3

as such are only able to convert a (non-encrypted) digital signal to a signal

suitable for the respective TV receiver 7. They are, however, unable to perform

the actual cryptographic decryption. This is due to the fact that the set-top

boxes 3 do not contain the necessary decryption keys 24 for doing so. As

usual, the decryption keys 24 are provided by inserting a smart card 4 into a

receiving slot, provided within the set-top box 3. The smart cards 4 comprise a

digital memory 8 , in which a set of decryption keys 24 is stored. The exchange

of the decryption keys 24 between the smart card 4 and the set-top box 3 is

performed via an array of electrical contacts 9 (for example, a contact pad). The

electrical contacts 9 can even be a part of an electronic chip, presumably even

of the digital memory chip 8. As usual with current pay-TV channels, the

decryption keys 24 are dynamic and change frequently, perhaps every 10

seconds or so. Usually, a new decryption key 24 is demanded by including an

appropriate signal in the data stream 19 (see also Fig. 3).

The presently shown smart cards 4 , however, are set up in a way that a

decryption key 24 is not automatically delivered to the set-top box 3 after such a

request has been made. Instead, decryption keys 24 are only released after a

verification key 29 has been received via the built-in antenna 10. The antenna

10 is a bidirectional antenna, i.e. it can both receive and transmit a signal. The

wireless signal is transmitted between the built-in antenna 10 of the smart card



4 and the antenna 11 of the verification key server 2. A single verification key

server 2 can serve a plurality of smart cards 4 . Thus, communication is

established between each of the smart cards 4 and the verification key server

2.

In the presently depicted embodiment, the verification key server 2 is designed

as a separate unit, independent of the set-top boxes 3. For practical

applications, this is usually a device which needs to be bought separately, and

which is - at least at the time of writing - not generally present in a normal

household. However, the verification key server 2 can be designed to be

independent of the provider of the external cable network 5 and/or of the pay-

TV channel. For this, the verification key server 2 provides a receiving slot, into

which a verification smart card 12 can be inserted. The verification smart card

12 contains another digital memory 13, in which a plurality of verification keys is

stored. The bidirectional communication 25 between the verification smart card

12 and the verification key server 2 can be established by a pad of electrical

contacts 9, similar to the pad of electrical contacts 9 on the smart card 4 .

If the channel to be received has to be decrypted and the set-top box 3

interrogates its associated smart card 4 to deliver a decryption key 24, the

request is initially suspended. Instead, the respective smart card 4 transmits via

antennas 10, 11 the request to the verification key server 2, asking for a

verification key 29. The verification key 29 will be delivered from the digital

memory 13 of the verification smart card 12 and sent back to the smart card 4 .

After the smart card 4 has received the verification key 29, the release of

decryption keys 24 from the digital memory 8 will be allowed for a certain,

preset time (or until a time when an external event occurs, for example an

appropriate signal in the data stream 19 and/or when the set-top box 3 is

switched off). The time interval between consecutive requests for the release of

verification keys 29 from the digital memory 13 of the verification smart card 12,

will usually be essentially longer than the time interval between consecutive

requests for decryption keys 24 from the smart card 4 by the set-top box 3 . As a

typical example, the time interval between consecutive requests for verification



keys 29 can be in the order of hours, days or even weeks. This way, the

communication between the smart cards 4 and the verification key server 2 can

be significantly diminished. This is, however, not necessarily a breach of the

security, since a quite elaborate communication protocol involving even highly

elaborate cryptographic algorithms can be used for this purpose. In particular,

the decryption keys 24 stored in the digital memory 8 of the smart cards 4 and

the verification keys 29 stored in the digital memory 13 of the verification smart

card 12 can be completely different. More particularly, a verification key 29

might only be released after a "secure request", using a decryption key 24 from

the digital memory 8 of the smart card 4 has been received.

Depending on the time interval between two consecutive requests for

verification keys 29, it is even possible that the verification key server 2 can be

switched off for relatively long periods.

Additionally or alternatively, a verification request can be made whenever a

communication between the smart card 4 and the verification key server 2 can

be established (in practical applications, a verification request is performed with

a defined frequency), independent of a request for decryption keys 24 from the

set-top box 3 to the smart card 4 . Such an embodiment can prove to be useful

if the verification key server 2 is intended to be switched off relatively often

and/or for relatively long periods.

In Fig. 2, another possible embodiment of an access control system 14 is

shown in a schematic drawing. The setup of the access control system 14 is

quite similar to the setup of the access control system 1, shown in Fig. 1.

Therefore identical reference signs are used for similar parts.

The significant difference between the two access control systems 1, 14 is that

the smart cards 4 , 15, as well as the verification smart card 12, 16 are designed

differently. Essentially, the antennas 10, 11 are replaced by a data

communication link, which uses the normal electrical power wiring of a house.

For this, an electric cable 17 extends from each of the smart cards 15 and the



verification smart card 16, respectively, and leads to a standard electrical plug

18, which can be plugged into a standard electrical socket (not shown). This

electrical connection via cable 17 and plug 18 can be even used for supplying

the smart card 15 with electrical power, if necessary. Although the presently

shown access control system 14 according to Fig. 2 is based on cable links, no

special wiring is necessary for the setup of the access control system 14.

Finally, in Fig. 3 the access control method, used by the access control systems

1, 14 according to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 (and presumably further varieties of access

control systems) is shown in a schematic way. The incoming data stream 19 is

first fed into a tuner/demodulator 20, where a certain frequency range is

selected from the raw broadband data stream 19. This filtered video stream 2 1

(which may still be encrypted) is fed to a demultiplexer 22, where the "correct"

channel is selected. If the demultiplexer 22 notices that the respective channel

is encrypted, a request 23 for supplying a decryption key 24 is sent to the smart

card 4 (or 15). The smart card 4 (or 15) will only release a decryption key 24, if

it is properly authorised to do so via the verification smart card 12 (or 16). For

this, a bidirectional communication 25 is established between the smart card 4

(or 15) and the verification smart card 12.

At the same time, the "correct" TV channel 26 chosen by the demultiplexer 22

is handed over to the decoder 27 . If the decoder 27 is supplied with a correct

decryption key (and if the TV channel 26 is encrypted), the output video signal

28 will be converted into an open form by the decoder 27. If however, no (or a

wrong) decryption key 24 is delivered by the smart card 4 , the output video

signal 28 will still be encrypted, and therefore not viewable.



1. access control system

2. verification key server

3. set-top box

4 . smart card
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7. TV receiver
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27. decoder

28. output video signal

29. verification key



C l a i m s

1. Authorisation unit (4), comprising at least one connection means (9) for

the connection with at least one decoding unit (3) for decoding a coded

data stream (19), at least one verification means comprising at least one

storage means (8) for storing at least one decoding key (24), and at least

one wireless communication interface (10), characterised by that the at

least one verification means communicates with at least one verification

server unit (2, 12) via the at least one wireless communication interface

(10).

2. Authorisation unit (4) as claimed in claim 1, characterised in that said

authorisation unit (4) is at least in part designed as a transponder card

and/or a chip card and/or a smart card.

3. Authorisation unit (4) as claimed in any of the preceding claims,

characterised in that said authorisation unit (4) is suitable for insertion

into a set-top box

4 . Authorisation unit (4) as claimed in any of the preceding claims,

characterised in that said authorisation unit (4) is designed and arranged

in a way that said at least one decoding key (24) is only released after an

appropriate signal (25) is received by said verification means (8).

5. Authorisation unit (4) as claimed in any of the preceding claims,

characterised in that at least one of said wireless communication

interfaces (10) is designed as an electronic network interface, in

particular as a WLAN interface and/or as a Bluetooth interface and/or as

an Ethernet interface.



6. Authorisation unit (4) as claimed in any of the preceding claims,

characterised in that it further comprises at least one verification server

module (12).

7. Authorisation unit (4) as claimed in any of the preceding claims,

characterised in that said data stream (19) is at least in part and/or at

least at times a video data stream (19), in particular a pay-TV signal (19).

8. Verification server unit (2, 12), comprising at least one communication

interface ( 1 1) for communication with at least one authorisation unit (4),

more particularly for communication with at least one authorisation unit

(4) as claimed in any of the preceding claims, characterised by at least

one storage means (13) for storing at least one verification key (29),

authorising the release of at least one decoding key (24) in at least one

authorisation unit (4).

9. Verification server unit (2, 12) according to claim 8, characterised in that

said verification server unit (2, 12) is designed as a stand-alone unit (2).

10. Access control system (1) for controlling the access to a data stream

(19), characterised by at least one authorisation unit (4) according to any

of claims 1 to 7 and/or by at least one verification server unit (2, 12)

according to claim 8 or 9.

11. Method for controlling the access to a data stream ( 19), in particular to a

video signal (19), wherein said data stream (19) is transmitted in an

encrypted form and decrypted using an authorisation unit (4), containing

at least one decryption key (24), characterised in that said decryption key

(24) is only released, after said authorisation unit (4) receives a

verification signal (25), preferably emitted by at least one verification

server unit (2, 12).



12. Method according to claim 11, characterised in that said authorisation

unit (4) is of a type, as claimed in any of claims 1 to 7 and/or said

verification server unit (2, 12) is of a type, as claimed in claim 8 or 9.
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